


Al-Qaissi Roastery, which was established in 1981. Our start was in a 
small family roaster in Jerusalem-Palestine, and with the passage of time 
we carried our inherited experience to Amman-Jordan. Now Al-Qaissi has 
6 roasters spread all over Amman specialized in roast and serve 
exceptional coffee, we also offer fresh nuts with a variety of flavors 
variety and mixtures. Moreover, our customers can enjoy many of our 
options of eastern and western spices, as well as various kinds of Al-
Qaissi thyme.

By 2017, the "Al-Qaissi Factory" was established, as it was the stage of 
our transition to industrial production, with a high control of production 
processes related to the quality of roasting, grinding, packaging and 
storage .

Al-Qaissi serves daily carefully roasted exceptional coffee, also offering 
fresh nuts with all flavors and mixtures, in addition to a large variety of 
eastern and western spices, as well as various kinds of thyme .

About us:



Our founder, Hisham Al-Qaissi, shared 
with his sons his experience and passion 
for roasting and serving quality 
products. Using their collective decades 
of experience in roasters and food 
serving industry, they designated this 
magnificent experience to bring 
authentic reminiscent flavors to the 
Middle East. Hisham Al-Qaissi & Sons 
share the desire and passion for a 
different and enjoyable experience using 
decades of inherited experience in the 
roasting business. Al-Qaissi designed this 
wonderful brand to deliver an 
exceptional experience to their 
customers.

ALQaissi Founders 



Vision:

To be an example of creativity, quality, and sincerity among other 

roaster's regionally and internationally. Additionally, we plan to 

broaden the reach of our services and satisfy more customers.

Mission :

To display competency and responsibility in every aspect of our 

work, and to be known for premium-level products and service.

Goal :

Our main goal is to satisfy our customers to the best of our 

ability, enough to be promoted by the customers themselves.



Al-Qaissi Roastery is a series of roasters under the management of 
Hisham Al-Qaissi and Sons Company. Al-Qaissi Roastery’s main branch 
is in Al Wehdat city, with five other branches spread around Amman, 
Jordan. We are planning to expand in Jordan, Middle east and all over 
the world.
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OUR PRODUCTS

Thyme & More Spices Coffee

Ultra Nuts

We operate with high standards to provide our customers with the best services and products 
including:

AlQaissi Nuts40 Gram Nuts



Al-Qaissi Coffee 

Available Weight : 200 Gram , 250 Gram . 

HS Code :09011100



Al-Qaissi Zaatar - Thyme 

HS Code :91011100
Available Weight :40Gram 



Al-Qaissi Nuts 

Available Weight : 40 Gram ,200 Gram , 350 Gram . 
HS Code : 04031011



Al-Qaissi Ultra Nuts 

Available Weight :40Gram , 200 Gram , 350 Gram . 

HS Code : 04031011



Available Weight :75 Gram ,70 Gram ,90 Gram 

Al-Qaissi Spices 

HS Code :091091
HS Code :071490



Arabian Sweet – Hand Made Mammoul



Private Label you can customize your 
production order .

In 2022, we’re started customize special 
orders for many customers in different 
countries, such as : Saudi Arabia, Bahrain 
and the United Arab Emirates.



ALQaissi believes that its success depends on providing high-

quality products that meet or exceed the expectations of their 

customers . The foundation of this belief is the company's 

responsibility to ensure the quality and safety of all products 

manufactured by the company ,we're committed to continuously 

improving the brand reputation of our products and maintaining 

consumer confidence in the products by applying quality 

management systems, food safety and manufacturing practices.

Certificates we're already gained :

- ISO 22000:2018

- HACCAP 

- GMP 

- Golden Merchant .




